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About This Game

In a land far away lies the Swan Kingdom. Ruled by the Swan Princess, this prosperous community exists to protect the mythical
Dire Tree, root of all life. Every year Goddess Flora would hold a ceremony here, using the magical seed to regenerate the land
and grant new life. However, this year the seed gets stolen by the nefarious Black Swan, delaying the ceremony. Thus the Swan

Princess decides to call in the famous Fairytale Detective.

As you delve deeper into the case, you'll realize things aren't as black and white. Following the crumbs of conspiracy, you'll
finally realize that the person responsible for it all wishes to ascend to godhood.

•Soundtracks, wallpapers and concept art
•Unlockable Parables to read

•Achievements and collectibles
•Integrated strategy guide

•Replayable HO's and puzzles
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dark parables - the swan princess and the dire tree collector's edition

It was quite interesting to explore all the diffrent options. Getting the first ending was quite tricky! I also enjoyed the visual style
and the nice soundtrack.. This series is one of my favourites and I'm really pleased about it being released on steam. This is the
Vita version of the game without the original super famicom game as a bonus, this means some extra levels that the 3DS version
did not have and graphical and performance improvements (better looking models, textures, 60fps instead of 30, more
background elements like birds).

The gameplay of the series is probably best described as a physics based puzzle platformer. But rather than pushing a box onto a
button the puzzle part comes from how best to use the fishing lure and the swinging mechanics to get to the end of each stage.
It's extremely satiisfying when you swing around to the exit in a way that makes it look like you knew what you were doing. It
definitely requires you to get familiar with the controls before you can really get... in the swing of things. The tutorials at the
beginning of the game are a bit much though, the original game had small little cutscenes showing an example of how to use
swinging that you may not have thought of, but this game likes to completely spell it out in text which slows down the beginning
of the game, especially if you are already familiar with how to play. Thankfully these can be turned off in the options

The swinging mechanics aren't identical between the three games. Personally I'd prefer more horizontal swinging control like
the super famicom game had, but these elvels are designed around the physics that are there.

Much like the other games in the series, the boss fights are some of the worst stages, this is pretty much a result of the controls
not being designed for what they want you to be doing in them. There aren't that many in this game, and this game's bosses are
much better than the previous games, except maybe the crab.

I still have no idea when the time stop function is supposed to be used, this is not the kind of game where that allows you to
carefully plan when to launch your lure, and you can't even launch it when time is stopped so it will mess up your timing more
than anything unless you're using the character that slows time instead. Also the quick retry function only works on stages you've
already beaten which kind of makes it pointless as if you've already beaten it then you probably don't need to retry that often.

Overall I'd say this is a good port. However there are no resolution options so you have to play in a sub-720p resolution, and you
can only map controls according to the vita controls i.e. only two shoulder buttons, which is disappointing because I would have
liked to map downwards diagonals to the extra shoulder buttons for extra accuracy.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 fields 33, 24, 46, 35, 59 and 54 though.. After playing the demo and watching some of the people
who work in my corworking space run away from the zombies I figured I should buy it to see what else you can do. It was
awesome to see that there is actually a story, progression, and lots to do. The gameplay is great, the art is fantastic.

I did discover that the most OP weapon in the game is the knife. I feed it to the zombies and win every round.. This game is
average. I did like the atmosphere and the deliberate slow pace and to a degree the story that unfolds. The puzzle solving was
quite minimal and overall this game is a wander around and open up doors investigation. If the game was free i might give it a
slightly positive rating, I might, but for 3 bucks it was meh. Maybe the VR version would push it up a notch...maybe.. Extremely
fun. Frustrating as all-getup, but fun. The game requires you get quite good to advance very far, and at times can feel unfair, but
overall it's a blast to play and has a great soundtrack. Great fun for multiplayer as well. Local only! But still, a greta couch-
multiplayer game with a lot of laughs and "OMG" moments to share.. I did not feel like I had godlike powers. That alone should
tell you how well it was simulated- poorly.. Brilliant! It's one of those games that just doesn't let you walk away. Both the art and
playability are outstanding, and the soundtrack really took me back to the old days.
I absolutely recommend it!. I recommend this route but and the locos are fine besides from the crap horn on the gevo and the
sounds on the SD70M but it could have a little more rolling stock included
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This game is great to play casually during free time. If more people would sit down and play it I think it would very quickly
become popular (Atleast until battlerite comes out...If it's good). Overall more stages and game modes need to be added for
more people to be stay intrested.. Love playing this game its so cool with all the different Dinosaurs i love it in VR so do my
kids playing the different levels and fighting them and breeding them too worth buying you will love it ;). I have tried to enjoy
this game twice; this second time with a pause of like 2-3 years (I didn't delete the game in the meantime). TL;DR: NO, I
couldn't like it.

What is it? Another game that uses your music as a part of the gameplay. You have to get rid of boxes by clicking, like in
Bejeweled (or for hipsters, Candy Crush), based on your music's beat. Sounded great, I thought, I'm listening to music right
now, why not inside a cool game?

Ah, not so cool. The execution is terrible. The tutorial is a long text mess (are we in the 90s?). There's no way to change in-game
controls. Double-click is said to select a "group" but in fact it only selects 3 boxes even if there's more nearby (and it would give
ya more points).
Yet the worst part is the game's beat recognition: It is so poorly done, that YOU have to accustomize to the game's "beats", not
the other way around. It kills all enjoyment because you can no longer listen to the music but you must instead try to understand
whether the game is going to make a "beat" out of it (yeah granted, maybe it would work better for the generic club dance
music).

I cannot recommend this game. I'd rather play bejeweled without beat mechanics with my music playing in the background. In
the end, there're other music-based games out there.... Very fun and well-made! It's sort of Plants vs Zombies meets Angry
Birds, with a really weird storyline.. The Polynomial is more of an experience as opposed to a game. You fly around empty
space watching gorgeous mathematical patterns of color vibrate according to the beat of the music. Not only that, but you can
import your own music files into the game and watch them shake up the patterns for endless possibilities. I reccommend The
Polynomial not as a game, but as a very unique experience.. Preety good challenges. Good arcade game BUT you cant customize
controlls or use mxied controlls (joystik and keyboard).
Playign with only mouse and keyboard is ♥♥♥♥ed up and suits only arcade mode, so forgot about sim mode.
Stupid developers should realize that PC is not console when porting games.. It's kinda like if you mixed Metroid with Myst. I
like it.. i love her boot shes sexy. Not my style of game but it's still very well-made and is definitely worth a shot.
The attention to detail is great, there are many gamemodes to choose from and the maps are pretty creative and colorful.
A good friend asked me to play it with them and I enjoyed the games, though again, this is not my style of shooters, which is
why I haven't made more hours than I have.
Try it, it's definitely a great game worth checking out.
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